Abstract-In this paper we study the dynamics of a class of bi-agent logistics systems consisting of two types of agents interacting on an arbitrary complex network. By approximating the system with simple microscopic models and solving them analytically, we reveal some universal dynamical features of such logistics systems, and propose the applications of such features for system optimisations. Large scale agent-based numerical simulations are also carried out to explore more realistic and complicated systems, with interesting emergent behaviours that can be well understood from our analytical studies. Using the taxi system as a typical logistics system with commuters and empty taxis as two types of agents, we illustrate two dynamical phases with distinct behaviours, separated by a phase boundary that can be identified as the optimal number of taxis for a particular taxi system. We show that these features, and the tuning of the optimal number of taxis, can be applied to various situations, including taxi systems allowing real-time dynamical ride-sharing. Our studies could lead to a theoretical basis for the understanding of a large class of bi-agent logistics systems, that can be useful for systematic optimisations via judicious benchmarking of routing and resource allocation strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Logistics management involving flow of goods from points of origins to points of destinations, via delivery agents moving in a regular or complex network, is an interesting example of complex systems in which a large number of components interact with each other in strongly non-linear ways [1] [2] . While the rules of interaction are generally quite simple, the dynamics of such systems can be diverse and rather unpredictable, leading to universal emergent behaviours that can be exploited for system optimisation [3] . From a practical point of view, the management of such logistics system mainly involves efficient resource allocation in both spatial and temporal domains, especially when there is a need to respond to goods with origins and destinations generated on a real time and dynamical basis [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Taking the taxi system as an example, we have a system consisting of mainly two types of agents -commuters and taxis -interacting over the domain of an urban road network. The main task for the taxis is to deliver commuters from their origins to their respective destinations, and the available resource is the fleet of empty taxis at any moment of the day. The management of such resources is given by the dynamical allocation of the empty taxis over the entire road network, subject to factors such as the connectivity of the road network, the real time traffic conditions, and vehicle travelling speeds. In principle, such management can be effectively implemented by controlling the total number of taxis in the system, as well as the routing of individual taxis [8] . The routing from origins to destinations for occupied taxis is generally straightforward, normally with the shortest path taken subject to certain constraints (e.g. traffic conditions or tolls, etc.). Highly nontrivial algorithms can be developed if ride-sharing is involved, where occupied taxis may also be available to additional commuters based on judicious route-matching algorithms [9] . Routing for empty taxis is nontrivial even without ride-sharing, with several approaches in customer searching and demand predictions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The optimal routing algorithm also depends on the available communication technologies. While in olden days road-side hailing is the only option for empty taxis to meet commuters, nowadays advanced real-time taxi booking via smartphones can be easily implemented, so that empty taxis have additional information of where the commuters are waiting and where their destinations are, before selecting an efficient routing strategy.
There are also other similar logistics systems, consisting of agents interacting in analogous ways. Instead of commuters, picking up and delivering goods efficiently on a large scale is a common challenge for maritime port management, storage management and post delivery, etc. It is becoming more prevalent with the popularity of online-to-offline services (e.g. grocery delivery) and the advances in automated technologies (e.g. autonomous vehicles and drones). A highly efficient and decentralised delivery network/system could be an important part of the overall logistics management in the near future, especially when the demand is generated in a real-time and less predictable manner. In general there can be many practical complications and constraints for such delivery systems [17] , and sophisticated pick-up and delivery algorithms could be developed especially in skip delivery problems (SDP) or split delivery vehicle routing problems (SDVRP) [18] [19] . In this work, however, we use abstract models to simplify these complications, with the aim of finding universal features resulting from the dynamics of such systems that are unaffected by certain details systematically ignored in our analysis and simulations. Understanding such universal features could be useful in benchmarking and optimising these logistics systems with various resource allocations, routing and delivery algorithms.
Throughout this paper we denote the agents that are delivered from origins to destinations as G, or G agents; and the delivery agents that moves G agents around as L, or L agents. While this paper does not focus on actual system optimisation strategies themselves, here we give a brief discussion on a number of optimisations the analysis in this paper can be useful for. The optimisation of the number of the L agents, as well as the routing algorithm, can depend on a number of factors. In general, we would like to minimise the number of L agents needed to save cost. In addition, a good routing algorithm should also minimise the average distance travelled by L agents, which can be physically related to the "fuel cost" or the "maintenance cost". For transportation systems, reducing the number of L agents and the number of trips can also help reduce traffic congestions. If rewards are given for every G agent delivered, we can also try to maximize the total or average earnings of L agents. From the perspective of G agents, the most important factor is the average waiting time; for every G agent generated in the system, we would like an L agent to pick it up as soon as possible. If pooling or ride-sharing is involved, the trip time for a G agent to be with an L agent not only depends on the intrinsic origin and destination for G agents, but also on possible detours for additional pick-up/drop-off of the shared parties. It is thus also sensible to minimise the total travel time (which is the sum of the waiting time and the trip time), or the total cost of the trip (i.e. for taking a taxi). The overall utility function of the logistics system can be one or a combination of a number of factors mentioned above.
In this paper, we do not focus on how to optimize such logistics systems from the perspectives mentioned in the previous paragraph, as this will be discussed in detail elsewhere [20] . Instead, we give a well-defined mathematical formulation of the dynamics of such complex systems, followed by employing both analytical and numerical tools to understand and formulate universal and important features of the dynamics of such systems. These features will be useful for benchmarking system efficiency, predicting qualitatively different behaviours of the agents, as well as guiding specific optimisations of these logistics systems. Given the non-linear interactions between agents over the complex network, the challenge is to solve such systems with limited analytical tools. Simplification of the mathematical formulation by ignoring some detailed agent behaviours, combined with macroscopic phenomenological reformulation of the problem where analytical treatment is possible, can lead to useful approximate solutions that captures the essential dynamics. It is, however, indispensable to have microscopic agent based simulations that are as realistic as possible, to evaluate and validate these approximate solutions. Such microscopic simulations are also very useful in exploring general behaviours of the system dynamics under various different scenarios. This paper will be organised as follows: in Sec. II we formulate a network based logistics system with two types of agents in rigorous mathematical languages; in Sec. III we study mathematical models with simple settings but non-trivial behaviours, that capture essential features of the dynamics of the network-based logistics systems with two types of agents; in Sec. IV we study numerically a particular example of the taxi systems, revealing various useful dynamical features that can be understood via the mathematical analysis in Sec. II; in Sec. V we focus on the two dynamical phases of the taxi systems, showing that even with the additional dynamics involving ride-sharing, the formulation of different phases from formal and numerical analysis of the bi-agent logistics system can be useful for predicting complicated behavours affecting the quality of the taxi services; in Sec. VI we summerize our work and discuss about the outlooks.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
At a more abstract level, the logistics systems we focus on is a bi-agent system consisting of two types of agents, with non-trivial dynamics on a potentially complex network. We represent the network as a graph G (N, E), where N is the collection of nodes of the graph, and E is the collection of directed, weighted edges connecting the nodes. The graph can also be fully represented by an adjacency matrix A. For nodes i, j, A ij is non-zero if there is an edge directed from i to j. This is the case if and only if an agent can move from i to j without passing through any other nodes (so the j th node is directly connected from i th node). The matrix element A ij gives the inverse of the time it takes for an agent to move from i to j. Thus A ij can be time-dependent, and if different agents have different velocities, each agent will have its own corresponding adjacency matrix. A ij = 0 implies no edge between the two nodes, as the time it takes to travel from i to j is infinity.
We denote the two types of agents as G and L; the corresponding rate of generation of the agents at i th node is given by g i and l i respectively, and both in principle can be time dependent. One or both agents can move from one node to another via edges, and when an agent G m and an agent L n (note the upper indices give the agent index, while the lower indices give the node index) meet at the same node, they "annihilate" each other in pairs, and leave the system. Let N G and N L be the number of agents of G and L respectively, the most important dynamics of such logistics systems is the time dependence of these two quantities, denoted by N G (t) and N L (t).
The motion of the agents are described by an policy matrix P n ij , where n is the index of the agents. For an agent at node i, its probability of moving towards a neighbouring node j at the next time step is given by P n ij ; thus we have j P n ij = 1, and P ij = 0 if and only if A ij = 0. In principle, each agent can have its own policy matrix. If the motion of the agents are controlled in a centralized manner, then the policy matrix can differ from one agent to another based on the control algorithm, and can also be time dependent. On the other hand, for decentralized systems in which agents make their own decisions, all agents of the same type (G or L) can follow the same policy matrix. If that is the case, we omit the upper indices and simply denote the policy matrix as P ij . It is also common for agents of the same type to follow the same policy matrix under certain conditions, and individualized policy matrices under other conditions (e.g. the implementation of booking policies in taxi systems, as we will discuss later on).
The dynamics of this interacting system is thus completely defined by A ij , g i , l i , P n ij , and the annihilation rule between the two types of agents. We would like to emphasize here that for realistic systems, g i and l i may not be independent. As we shall see in Sec. II-A, the "annihilation" between agents from G and L can also correspond to the formation of "bound states" with non-trivial dynamics, with the "bound state" delivering the bound G agent in it from its origin to its destination. At the destination the G agent leaves the system, while the L agent in the "bound state" re-enters the system. If the latter is the only physical way for agents from L to be generated in the system, then l i depends on A ij , P ij and the origin/destination distribution of G. Theoretically, it is useful to treat the dynamics of the "bound states" as hidden, and l i as dynamical and tunable. The characteristic dynamical behaviours can be systematically studied both analytically and numerically, as we will show in Sec. III and Sec. IV.
A. Taxi System as a Special Case
In a taxi system, the network A ij corresponds to the road network, and the two types of agents are the empty taxis (L) and the commuters (G). The nodes are locations where commuters can board or alight the taxis, and the "annihilation" process corresponds to a commuter being picked up by an empty taxi when they meet at the same node. The commuters are stochastically generated at different nodes in the road network, with probability g i per time step either obtained from historical empirical data, or artificially synthesized. When a commuter is picked up by an empty taxi, both agents will disappear from the system. Empty taxis will re-emerge at different nodes according to l i , corresponding to the roaming of the empty taxis and the spatio-temporal distribution of the destinations of the commuters, where commuters alight (but not re-enter the system) and the taxis become empty again.
In this particular system, we treat commuters as nonmobile: once they are generated, they stay at the nodes with a trivial policy matrix P ij = δ ij . The empty taxis, on the other hand, are mobile with a non-trivial policy matrix. The efficiency of the taxi system depends strongly on how good this policy matrix is, corresponding to the strategy of empty taxis in anticipating where potential commuters will be in the road network.
The taxi system is also a typical example with nontrivial "hidden dynamics" of "bound states" representing an occupied taxis with a boarded commuter. In general, an occupied taxi will go along the shortest path from the origin to the destination of the passenger. Thus, part of l i depends on factors including g i and the distribution of the destinations, which we denote as M ij . Physically, M ij is the probability that a commuter boarding at node i will alight at node j, so we have j M ij = 1. In our theoretical treatment in Sec. III, we ignore the dynamics of the occupied taxis, and treat the emergent l i as a phenomenological input. For microscopic agent based simulations in Sec. IV, on the other hand, the dynamics of both empty and occupied taxis are fully accounted for, and meaningful comparisons between theory and simulations can be made.
We also would like to comment here that the dynamics of the occupied taxis is generally quite straightforward if no ride-sharing is involved, as is the case in the most part of this paper. Real-time adaptive ride-sharing is a very important area of research, where the routing of occupied taxis and the route matching of different commuters can be highly non-trivial (see ref. [3] and the references therein). We will analyze this more complex system in details elsewhere; a number of theoretical and numerical results in this work will also lay foundation to a systematic characterization of taxis with dynamical ride-sharing, as we will illustrate in Sec. V.
Notations
Physical meaning
Rate of generation of L agent at node i
The OD matrix, the matrix element gives the probability M ij for the commuter generated at node i to have destination at node j A ij Weighted, directed adjacency matrix for the network, the matrix element gives the inverse of travel time across the edge P n ij Policy matrix, the matrix element gives the probability for the agent at node i to move to node j 
III. THEORETICAL MODELLING AND ANALYSIS
Given the adjacency matrix of the network A ij , the spatiotemporal distribution of the rate of generation of the two agents given by g i , l i , and the policy matrix P ij governing the movements of the agents, we would like to analyse both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamics of the agents in the system. In particular, one can calculate many useful quantities (e.g. average waiting time, average travel distances, etc.) from N G and N L , the number of the two types of agents as a function of time.
It is useful to first look at the simple model of a single node with fixed probabilities g and l, where for each time step g is the probability of generating a G agent, while l is the probability of generating an L agent. The latter is equivalent to removing a G agent at the node if and only if there is one present, since a G agent and an L agent annihilate each other. We also assume that agents of type G can accumulate at the node, while agents of type L do not; thus if an L agent is generated at the node with no G agents present, this L agent will be removed at the end of the time step. This corresponds to the case that in the full network, G agents do not move, while L agents roams in the network with some policy matrix.
One should also note that given our system is discrete in time domain, both g and l (as well as g i and l i in the rest of this paper) are the average number of agents of G and L generated in ∆t, where ∆t is the time interval between consecutive time steps. Thus g and l scale with ∆t, and there is thus no constraint that g and l cannot be larger than 1. For g > 1 or l > 1, implementations in numerical simulations can also be carried out straightforwardly by rescaling ∆t, while keeping the physically relevant probability densities g/∆t, l/∆t constant. Alternatively, for small systems one can employ the Gillespie algorithm [24] to simulate the continuous-time Markov chain directly.
A. The Single Node Model
We now look at the simple model with only one node, with the associated l and g both satisfying 0 ≤ l + g ≤ 1, which can always be achieved by rescaling ∆t. Similar problems with the constraint that l > g has been studied before [21] . Our analysis here is more general, and we can view the dynamics of the accumulated waiting time as a Markov chain with state space N = {0, 1, 2, . . . }. More concretely, we have the number of G agents at the node at time t, N G (t) ∈ N. We thus have the initial condition N G (0) = 0 and the recursive relation as follows:
where we have defined p(t, n) := P[N G (t) = n], the probability of having n G agents waiting at the node at time step t. Of course, we have the initial condition p(n, t) = δ n,0 . By computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the transition probability matrix, we can derive the following explicit form of p(t, n):
where
Furthermore, by performing asymptotic analysis for t → ∞, we find that
is the statistical average of the number of waiting G agents at the node at time t. This signals a second-order phase transition at the line g = l.
An important quantity in this system is the average waiting time of the G agents, which is averaged over the total number of G agents being generated over the simulation time T . Its formal expression is given by the following:
To carry out non-asymptotic analysis, we write down the explicit expression forω T
with p(t, n) given by Eq. (2). In particular, for the case g < l, by summing the series in n explicitly, we get In Fig. (1) we plotted Eq. (8) for different values of g and l, in the regime that l > g. As one can see clearly, for small g and l, we have slow convergence ofω T to its equilibrium value. This will be reflected in the numerical simulations in Sec. IV, and could be important for certain logistics systems in actual practice.
B. The Non-interacting Limit
The analysis above is completely general, as any system can be rescaled to satisfy 0 < l+g < 1 by redefining the time step interval ∆t. However, either physically or numerically, we can also encounter situations in which at smallest possible ∆t both l and g can be quite large (as we would see in Sec. IV). In such cases, the dynamics of the system can be understood more straightforwardly in the non-interacting limit.
The analysis is non-trivial when 0 < g + l < 1 because queuing of G agents will invariably occur at some, if not most, of the time steps. Heuristically speaking, queuing G agents interact with each other, as not every one of them will see a pickup rate of l. Such interaction requires detailed analytic treatment as we presented in Sec. III-A.
Let us now look at a single G agent generated at the node. Assuming no further G agents are generated, the probability of this agent surviving for exactly n time steps is given by p n = (1 − l) n l. The average waiting time of this agent is thus given byw
Eq. (9) is obviously only valid for l ≤ 1, and in the case that G agents are continuously generated with probability g at each time step, the average waiting time for all G agent is no longer given by Eq.(9). This is because when there is queuing at the node, the effective probability of the generation of L agent, l , for the queued agents are reduced, due to this rather non-trivial interaction between existing G agents at the node. The non-interacting limit can be realized with l = 1 and g < 1. In this case, each time step there is always one L agent at the node. Given that g < 1, G agents will not interact with each other as there will be no queuing. In principle, for any l we can rescale ∆t, the time interval between two consecutive time steps, to ∆t/l. We thus map to the case of l = 1, Eq. (9) can be applied for all G agent in the system, with the average waiting time as "zero". Note that physically this means the average waiting time is smaller than ∆t/l, which will not be resolved in numerical simulations in fixed ∆t. Thus Eq.(9) is only useful for large rate of generation of L agents; otherwise for very small rate, ∆t needs to be large for the non-interacting limit to apply, and the conclusions from the non-interacting limit is not very useful. For example, if ∆t is one hour, only knowing that the average waiting time is less than one hour from the non-interacting limit cannot help us optimise it.
This non-interacting limit is thus usually the case for realistic logistics systems where l is generally large even with small time resolution. The dynamics of such systems can be more straightforwardly understood in the formalism presented here. The simplification comes from the fact that the detailed dynamics of the system within the time resolution ∆t are ignored. Such dynamics are still fully captured in the more general analysis in Sec. III-A, though they may not be physically relevant when the non-interacting limit is applicable. As we will see in Sec. IV, for taxi systems with booking policies, the non-interacting limit generally applies. In contrast, with stochastic policies corresponding to roadside hailing, the more general analysis is needed to explain certain features of the taxi dynamics.
C. The Network Effects
The generalisation of the single node mode to the entire network is straightforward if we know the spatial distribution of the rate of generation of L agent, l i (where i is the node index). It is, however, rather non-trivial to determine this distribution, which depends on many factors of the transport system. There are two parts contributing to l i : one part comes from the intrinsic generation of new L agents, the other part comes from moving of L agents from one node to another. For the latter, it depends both on the underlying network and the policy matrix governing the movements of L agents. Microscopically, the equation governing the dynamics of l i is given as follows:
Here l i,t can be viewed as the number of empty taxis at the i th node at time t. The policy matrix P ij and the adjacency matrix A ij are both given and static; s i,t is the source term describing the intrinsic generation of new L agents at the beginning of the time step, whiles i,t is the sink term describing the intrinsic removal of existing L agents at the end of the time step. Both s i,t ands i,t depends on the detailed dynamics of the logistics system. Eq. (10) is not equivalent to diffusion or random walk on graphs [22] where the edge weights are interpreted as transition probabilities from one node to another. Here, the agents have to travel from one node to another, and the edge weights are inversely proportional to the time it takes for the L agent to move between neighbouring nodes. While on average we would expect Eq.(10) can be effectively described as some diffusion processes, exactly solving Eq.(10) is difficult. It does allow us to numerically study the time evolution of l i without doing the full scale agent based modelling, which we will explore in Sec. IV.
IV. MICROSCOPIC NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We now carry out large scale agent based numerical simulations of more realistic systems, to understand their dynamics based on the theories developed in the previous sections. Our large scale simulation platform consists of (1) an underlying network, (2) the agents of G with their origins and destinations denoted by the nodes in the network, and (3) the agents of L that move along the edges of the network from one node to another. The positions and status of all agents are updated at every time step, which we can nominally represent as one second. The agents G are generated stochastically according to g i ; thus at each time step, a "dice" is thrown for each of the nodes to determine if a new agent is generated at this particular node. The generation of agents L can be either done similarly with l i , or via any specific "hidden dynamics" that we can now fully capture with microscopic simulations. For example, an agent L can roam the network according to some predetermined policy matrix P ij (the number of time steps for an agent to move from i th node to j th node is given by A −1 ij ), bind with an agent G if they happen to be at the same node at a specific time step, delivering it to its destination node and become a free agent again.
As a concrete example, we carry out detailed microscopic simulation of the taxi systems as described in Sec. II-A, and compare the simulation results with the analysis in Sec. III. We focus on the cases where the road network A ij and the commuter generation probability distribution g i are both time-independent. The empty taxi generation probability l i is time dependent and governed by the dynamics of taxis picking up commuters and dropping them off at the destinations, in addition to empty taxis roaming about the road network. We thus require the input of an origin/destination matrix M ij and the policy matrix of the empty taxis P ij as introduced in Sec. II-A, which we also take to be time independent. For each simulation, the total number of taxis (the sum of empty taxis and occupied taxis) is also conserved and time independent. We would like to emphasize that for occupied taxis (which is not treated as agents in our theoretical formulation), they move from the origin of the boarded commuter to the respective destination via the shortest path computed from the road network using the Dijkstra's algorithm.
A. Stochastic Policies and Booking Policies
Given a specific road network and the commuter demand patterns (as encoded in g i ), we would expect the dynamics of the taxi system to be strongly dependent on the movement of the empty taxis governed by P ij . Two types of the policies are considered in this work. The first type is the completely decentralised stochastic policies, where P ij is the same for every empty taxi looking for commuters. This type corresponds to the traditional road-side hailing of taxis, in which empty taxis do not know where exactly commuters are waiting. At each node, P ij gives the probability distribution of which neighbouring node the empty taxi will move to. The distribution itself can be random or highly non-trivial. Instead of being completely random, experienced taxi drivers know where to look for commuters with a more effective P ij .
The second type is based on real-time booking of taxis, nowadays quite common via smartphone Apps or telephone calls. In this case, when a commuter is generated at any node in the network, a certain algorithm is implemented to assign a nearby empty taxi to come pick the commuter up. The assigned empty taxi becomes booked, which will go from its current position to the location of the commuter via the shortest path. In this way, the policy matrix is different for different booked taxis (which are still counted as agents of type L), which we formally denote as P m ij . In this work, we use a simple assignment algorithm, in which the nearest empty within a specific range R from the commuter will be assigned. For empty taxis that are not booked, they still move with a decentralized policy P ij , and in our simulations it is a completely random policy. Thus empty taxis roam the road network with a random walk, before being booked and move directly towards the origin of the booking commuter.
B. Spatial Generation of Empty Taxis
The spatiotemporal generation of empty taxis, denoted as l i (t), is highly important from resource allocation point of view. Given that the total number of taxis is fixed, l i (t) depends strongly on g i , M ij , the road network structure A ij , and the policy matrix P ij . An accurate prediction of the empty taxi generation pattern is difficult to solve analytically from Eq.(10); we thus employ a practical approach for most of the cases, and study the pattern of l i numerically. Decentralized movement (i.e. road-side hailing) and taxi booking will be considered separately; and since we only look at cases where g i , M ij , A ij , P ij are static, we will only focus on the spatial distribution of l i after the system reaches equilibrium.
For the case of road-side hailing, l i has two contributions at the i th node: d i , the empty taxi generated when an occupied taxi delivered a commuter at its destination at node i; m i , coming from an empty taxi moving to node i from a neighbouring node. In particular, d i is equivalent to the source term in Eq. (10) . In the special case where the destination is uniformly distributed, so that M ij = 1/N node , the inverse of the total number of nodes N node , d i is uniform and independent of i. When the number of taxis is small so that in the long time limit all nodes have queuing commuters, m i is negligible, so that l i = d i is also uniformly distributed. This corresponds to the case in Eq.(10) where l i,t =s i,t at any time step. When the number of taxis is large and m i is sufficiently large, both m i and l i = d i +m i are only uniform if there is full translational symmetry of the road network and the policy matrix: g i = g is constant and independent of i, A ij gives a regular lattice with all edges of the same weight, and P ij = 1/n i , where n i is the number of neighbours of the i th node. In particular, if A ij is an arbitrary network, m i does not generally equilibrate as one can see in Fig. (2) .
In the case that M ij is non-uniform, on the other hand, l i is dominated by the spatial distribution of M ij , and A ij only has a sub-leading effect. It is useful to look at the dependence of l i on g i , which we plotted in Fig.(3) . While d i depends on M ij only, m i also strongly depends on P ij , in addition to A ij . In particular, from a heuristic point of view a good P ij will lead to higher l i if g i is larger: if the node has a higher probability of generating commuters per time step, the effective arrival rate of empty taxis at this node should also be higher. In Fig.(3a) the two plots are from a random walk implemented with P ij = 1/n i , and a more intelligent P ij from the recursive value model enhanced with reinforcement learning [23] . One can clearly see for the latter, l i increases appreciably with g i , indicating more efficient policy matrix for commuter seeking.
With taxi-booking, we look at the case where the commitment of booking is binding: an empty taxi that is booked can only pick up the respective commuter, and a commuter who books a taxi will only board the assigned taxi. In this way, l i only has contribution from the booked empty taxis arriving at the locations of their respective commuters. The approximately linear relationship between l i and g i is evident from the numerical simulations, as one can see from Fig.(3b) . One should also note that in contrast to the stochastic policies where the interaction of the commuters and empty taxis are strictly local (confining to the same node), with taxi-booking such interaction is intrinsically non-local, depending on the range of booking R. The range of booking is defined as such: only empty taxis within a radius of R from the commuter has a chance to be booked. We will discuss about such distinction about the locality of interaction in Sec. V.
C. Critical Taxi Number N *
Since each node in the network has a well-defined rate of generation of g (for commuters) and l (for empty taxis), we can use the results from the models in Sec. III to analyze if there will be queuing for each node, and the overall average waiting time of the commuters of the entire system. In particular, from Sec. III we know that for each node there is a second-order phase transition at g = l. Heuristically speaking, in the long run there will be accumulation of commuters at the node if g > l, and no accumulation if g ≤ l. For the entire road network, there will be no commuter accumulation if g i < l i for each node; otherwise if we assume commuters will wait for taxis no matter how long it takes, the average waiting time of the commuters will diverge. This generic argument should apply to a wide variety Fig. 3 . a) The numerical simulation of l i with taxi-booking, where l i is given by rate of booked taxis arriving at corresponding commuters' location at i th node; b). The numerical simulation of l i with taxi-booking, where l i is not only given by rate of booked taxis arriving at corresponding commuters' location at i th node, but also by empty taxis passing by nodes or occupied taxis delivering passengers at the node. Note for the latter, these empty taxis are not capable of picking up commuters if they are not booked. of taxi systems, including various forms of road-side hailing and taxi-booking. One should note that in this case, average waiting time of the commuters is equivalent to the average number of commuters in the road network, over all the time steps. Formally, the average waiting time is given bȳ
where g = i g i , T is the total number of time steps for simulation, and N G (t) is the number of commuters (the G agents) in the entire road network at time step t. For a single node it reduces to Eq.(7). Given the complicated dependence of l i on various aspects of the taxi system (especially the details of the road network and the policy matrix), we explore numerically how the average waiting time of the taxi system depends on the number of taxis N taxi (sum of empty and occupied taxis) in the simulation. We expect l i should increase with N taxi if all other aspects are fixed. Thus for small N taxi , we expect g i > l i for majority of nodes, while for large N taxi we have g i < l i for majority of the nodes. For stochastic policies, we let empty taxis roam randomly in the road network. Different stochastic policies lead to qualitatively similar results, which we will discuss in details elsewhere [20] . It is clear from the numerical simulation that when the number of taxis N taxi is large enough, given a spatially uniform rate of generation (here we look at the simple case of g i = 1/N node , where N node is the total number of nodes of the network, and one commuter is generated in the entire road network per time step), eventually l i > g i for every node i. In this regime, the average waiting time no longer grows with the simulation time, as there is no queuing of commuters at any node. Conversely, as l i decreases with decreasing N taxi , queuing will eventually occur at nodes with g i > l i . In this case, the average waiting time will increase with T , as one can see in Fig.(4) . If both l i and g i are uniform, a sharp transition can be observed in the limit of large T , as one can see the trend in Fig.(4 a) . For non-uniform l i and g i and finite T , there will be a much smoother transition area where queuing only occurs at some nodes. Thus for actual finite T simulations, the case with non-uniform g i will lead to a much smoother dependence of w T on N taxi , as one can see in Fig.(4 b) .
While the dynamics of the stochastic policies can be generally understood via the analysis in Sec. III-A, the booking policies in most cases correspond to the non-interacting limit as we discussed in Sec. III-B. The general idea of the booking policy is that when a commuter is generated, an optimal taxi is chosen and given the information about the location of this commuters. This taxi then becomes booked and heads directly towards the respective commuter. In contrast to the stochastic policies where the interaction between taxis and commuters is localized (the empty taxi has no information about the location of the waiting commuters until it is at the same node of the waiting commuters), such interaction is global with the booking policies, when the information of the location of the waiting commuter is made available to the booked empty taxi that potentially can be quite far away, depending on the range of the booking policy, R.
To understand that, let us look at the simple example, where the nearest empty taxi (if available) at a particular time step is booked for all commuters generated at that time step, no matter how far away this empty taxi is (i.e. R → ∞). The trip time for the booked taxi to arrive at the waiting commuter is bounded given the finite size of the network; its statistical average is well-defined and can be computed from the road network and the density of the empty taxis. Apart from this contribution to the average waiting time, we can thus treat the entire network as a single "node", with the rate of generation of commuters and empty taxis given by g = i g i and l = i l i respectively. The non-interacting limit thus applies if g > 1 (since in all simulations we take ∆t as one second between each time step), which is generally the case for any realistically large road network. In Fig.(4 c,d ), we take g = 1. We thus observe a much sharper transition even for small T in Fig.(4 c) , and the dynamics is not affected by the distribution of g i because of the global nature of the booking policies. The transition occurs at l = g, and when l > g there is no queuing at any nodes (every commuter generated can book an empty taxi almost right away). Such qualitative behaviours should apply to other booking policies, i.e. the more realistic cases with finite R.
There is thus a well-defined critical number of taxis N * taxi in the limit of T → ∞, such that when N taxi > N * taxi there are no queuing at any node, and when N taxi < N * taxi there are queuing of commuters at some nodes in the road network. For the booking policies with R → ∞, N * taxi occurs when g = l, and a rather sharp transition occurs at N * taxi as one can see from Fig.(4c,d) , where N * taxi 245. For booking policies with finite range R, or with stochastic policies, N * taxi needs to be large enough so that for N taxi > N * taxi , l i > g i for all i. For finite T , the transition at N * taxi may not be sharp because of the slow convergence of the taxi dynamics as one can see from Eq. (8) and Fig.(1) . When g i or l i are non-uniform, we also expect only a portion of nodes have queuing commuters for a range of N taxi . Nevertheless, the transition will be sharp in the limit T → ∞, and N * taxi is still well-defined. In particular, for stochastic policies with random walk, N * taxi 195 as one can see from Fig.(4a) , with the same road network and the same total rate of generation g i = 1. Interestingly, N * taxi is smaller in the case of the stochastic policies, as compared to the booking policy with no range constraints. In general, N * taxi quantitatively depends on all details of the taxi system, and it is an important quantity characterising the efficiency of the taxi system. We also expect this critical number of delivering agent to be a universal concept the dynamics of the bi-agent logistics system in an arbitrary network. It serves as the boundary of two distinctive dynamical phases of such logistics system, as we will illustrate below in Sec. V.
V. DYNAMICAL PHASES OF THE TAXI SYSTEM
The qualitatively different dependence of the average waiting time on the simulation time for N taxi < N * taxi and N taxi > N * taxi allows us to define two distinct dynamical phases of the taxi system, with N * taxi serving as the phase boundary. We denote the phase with N taxi < N * taxi the oversaturated phase, where the demand for taxis exceeds the supply, leading to queuing of commuters at some of the nodes in the road network. On the other hand, the phase with N taxi > N * taxi is denoted as the undersaturated phase, where the supply of taxis exceeds the demand. In this case, no nodes have queuing commuters in the long run, and there is an excess of empty taxis running around looking for commuters. From the logistics point of view, given a specific demand and a specific road network, a supply of N * taxi is optimal, in the sense that all taxis are efficiently utilised, and all commuters can be picked up within reasonable amount of waiting time. When the supply of taxis decreases from N * taxi , the average waiting time of the commuters increases rapidly, suggesting a severe degrading of the service quality of the taxi system. In contrast, when the supply of taxis increases from N * taxi , the average waiting time of the commuters decreases insignificantly, indicating very small marginal gain. On the other hand, the cost of supplying taxis increases linearly (in the form of fuel cost and/or compensation to drivers). It is thus undesirable to deviate too much from N * taxi on both sides, and it is important to know that given a particular taxi system, what is the optimal number of taxis N * taxi of this system. Implications in optimisation-Once we have as much details as possible (e.g. traffic conditions, commuter loading and unloading time, etc.), comprehensive numerical simulation can lead to accurate prediction of N * taxi given a specific demand, as well as the corresponding average waiting timē w * at N * taxi . This has important implications on how we should optimise the average waiting time. While conventionally, the optimal number of taxis in a city is determined by making sure that the average waiting time is below a certain chosen benchmarkw bm (e.g.w bm = 5min). We now know that ifw bm >w * , we can easily increase the number of taxis in the oversaturated phase to reduce the average waiting time tow bm . On the other hand, ifw bm <w * , we need to increase the number of taxis dramatically in the undersaturated phase to achievew bm , which may not be the best option. In the latter case, we should focus on improving the empty taxi routing policies or booking algorithms, or other approaches to shift N * taxi , which could be a more economical way in reducing the average waiting time, in contrast to the increase in the total number of taxis in a city.
A. Tuning of N * taxi
The critical taxi number N * taxi most directly depends on the rate of generation of commuters g i . When the total demand increases, more taxis are needed if all other factors are kept constant. With the same total demand given by g = i g i , different spatial distribution (given by the dependence of g i on i, the node index), the destination distribution (given by the OD matrix M ij ), the underlying road network (given by the adjacency matrix A ij ), and the manoeuvring strategies of empty taxis (given by the policy matrix P ij ) can also lead to variation of N * taxi . In most cases, the quantitative analysis can only be done numerically, as the effective l i strongly depends on those factors in highly non-trivial ways.
In this part we analyse the dependence of the dimensionless regularized waiting time ω 0 = lim N T →∞ω /T on the number of taxis in the system. In the undersaturated phase N taxi > N * taxi , we have ω 0 = 0; while a second order phase transition occurs at N * taxi , and in the oversaturated phase with N * taxi > N taxi , ω 0 > 0. Such phase transition is most easily detected numerically with the booking policy. This is because as we have shown in Sec. III-B, equilibrium can be quickly reached for l > 1 and l > g in the non-interacting limit. Different booking policies can affect N * taxi , as we show here in Fig.(5) . Fig. 5. a) . Shifting of N * taxi for booking algorithms with different booking range. As the booking range decreases, the critical number of taxis needed for the same demand g i and the same road network also decreases. b). The relationship between the average distances (in arbitrary unit) between origin-destination pairs generated in simulations, and the critical number of taxis N * taxi , for various different road networks and demand patterns (as specified by g i and M ij . "SquareA" to "SquareD" are four 100 nodes by 100 nodes lattice road networks with randomly generated A ij , g i and M ij ; we also show here the empirical Singapore road network with a total of 27185 nodes. For "Singapore Road Network A", both g i and M ij are synthetic and randomly generated; for "Singapore Road Network B", g i and M ij are from the empirical data obtained from the actual trips taken in Singapore over one particular day.
While all factors mentioned above can influence N * taxi with the booking policies, they do not do so independently. We identify two factors that fundamentally affects the critical number of taxis, when the total average demand given by g = i g i is kept constant. The first factor is the booking policy P n ij . We show in Fig.(5a) that reducing the range of booking R (so that only empties within a distance of R from a commuter can be booked, and the nearest empty taxi, if available, will be booked) generally reduces N * taxi , making the booking process more efficient in terms of the number of taxis needed for the entire taxi system. Intuitively, this is because if an empty taxi far away from the commuter is booked, it is committed and unable to take other commuters along its way to pick up the designated commuter, leading to suboptimal matching of available taxis and waiting commuters. The trade-off is that in the undersaturated phase, the average waiting time increases with decreasing R (hard to distinguish from Fig.(5a) due to the scale but the change is unambiguous). Thus when there is an oversupply of empty taxis roaming on the streets, we can reduce average waiting time by increasing the range of booking, provided such alteration does not push the taxi system from the undersaturated phase to the oversaturated phase.
The other fundamental factor is the average distances between origin-destination pairs generated in the system. This factor depends collectively on A ij , g i and M ij . The greater the average distances, the longer it takes on average for occupied taxis to send commuters from their origins to destinations, which is the hidden part of the taxi dynamics. If the total number of taxis is fixed, heuristically this will lead to lower effective l i on average, resulting in larger N * taxi . This is indeed the case as one can see from Fig.(5b) , there is an almost linear relationship between N * taxi and the average trip distance for various different cases. Both artificial lattice road network and empirical island-wide road network of the city state of Singapore are included in the plots. For the Singapore road network, we also compare the synthetic and empirical commuter demand patterns (encoded in g i and M ij ). We thus have strong numerical evidence that the linear relationship is quite general for different types of road networks and taxi demand patterns.
With booking policies, the movement of booked and occupied taxis are determined by the origins or destinations of respective commuters via the shortest path algorithm. For empty taxis that are not yet booked, their movement is completely decentralised, and in Fig.(5) we choose the simple random walk policy. More intelligent policies for empty, unbooked taxis can also be implemented; they do not alter the qualitative features illustrated in this work, and we will discuss in more details elsewhere. On the other hand, if we take the limit of the range of booking R → 0, the booking policy is reduced to the stochastic policy, where all empty taxis will only pick up commuters if they are at the same node of the waiting commuters. We thus expect many of the features on the dependence of N * taxi on various factors of the taxi system to be similar with the stochastic policies.
In general for realistic large road network, if physically each time step in the simulation represents one second, g i is very small for almost all nodes. Empirically for the city state of Singapore, on a typical day there are around six commuters generated for every second for the entire road network of 27185 nodes, so that g i ∼ 0.0002 [3] . Mathematically, N * taxi is only well-defined in the limit of the simulation time T → ∞, when the taxi system reaches equilibrium for l i and g i at each node. As we have shown in Sec. III, convergence to asymptotic values of average waiting time can be slow even for a single node, when both l and g are small. Thus, theoretical investigation of the dependence of N * taxi requires much longer simulation time, and extrapolation to infinite simulation time needs to be performed, for stochastic policies. Indeed, for a wide number of taxi systems, the behaviours of N * taxi agrees with that with the booking policies in the limit of the booking range R → 0.
B. Phase characteristics in the context of ride-sharing
The phase transition in this bi-agent logistics system has wider applications in more complicated and realistic systems. We illustrate this with the example of the taxi systems in which real-time, dynamic ride-sharing between commuters can be implemented. In this system, if the occupant of the taxi and the waiting commuter are both willing to share their rides, and if sharing of their trips will result in detours within the acceptable limits, ride-sharing will be implemented. Strictly speaking, there are four types of active agents in this system: empty taxis, occupied taxis with with room to share and the passenger open to ride-sharing, commuters open to ride-sharing, and commuters not open to ride-sharing. For occupied taxis with no room to share or with passengers not open to ride-sharing, they are still part of the "hidden dynamics" that is only responsible for the effective generation of other active agents. When no commuters are willing to share, the system reduces to the original bi-agent system we studied in details in this paper. Given the nature of real-time, dynamic ride-sharing, only booking policies are natural for the available taxis to pick up commuters. An important parameter to tune is p s , the percentage of commuters generated in the system who are open to ride-sharing. This is a phenomenological parameter describing the degree of acceptance of ride-sharing for a particular society, and may have important cultural, social and economical implications. When p s > 0, the theoretical analysis in Sec. III does not strictly apply. Heuristically, however, for each node there is still an effective l from both empty taxis and taxis open to ride-sharing, and an effective g from both types of commuters. This is confirmed numerically, and both effective l and g now also depend on p s , the tuning of which can lead to interesting phase transitions with significant impact on the dynamics of the taxi system. Fig. 7 . a). Dependence of the average waiting time on commuter's willingness to taxi-sharing, in the over-saturated region; b). Dependence of the average trip time on commuter's willingness to taxi-sharing, in the over-saturated region; c). Dependence of the average waiting time on commuter's willingness to taxi-sharing, with the transition from oversaturation to undersaturation; d). Dependence of the average trip time on commuter's willingness to taxi-sharing, with the transition from oversaturation to undersaturation; e). Dependence of the average waiting time on commuter's willingness to taxi-sharing, in the under-saturated region; f). Dependence of the average trip time on commuter's willingness to taxisharing, in the over-saturated region.
Large scale numerical simulations are carried out with a specific route matching algorithm that ensures when ridesharing occurs, the extra time involved in the detours will not exceed five minutes for any shared parties. We will not go into the details of the simulation, which can be found in Ref [3] . We analyse the dependence of the average waiting time (the time that commuters spend waiting at the nodes) and the average trip time (the time commuters spend inside the taxi) on p s , the percentage of commuters open to ride-sharing. Note that even when a commuter is open to ride-sharing, his/her trip may not be shared with another commuter. This is because at the time such a commuter makes a booking request, there may not be suitable partners to share the trip that satisfies the constraint of the detour time.
As shown in Fig.(6) , in such systems we also have very well-defined N * taxi , which decreases with increasing p s . This confirms the intuition that ride-sharing makes the taxi system more efficient. In the oversaturated phase, the average waiting time decreases rapidly with increasing p s ; while in the undersaturated phase, the decrease is much more marginal. In both phases, on the other hand, the average trip time increases with p s . This is because with more commuters open to ride-sharing, more detours will be executed, leading to longer trip time. Interestingly, when the number of taxis is large enough, increasing p s can lead to a phase transition, as one can see from Fig.(6) and Fig.(7c,d) . This phase transition leads to a significant drop both in terms of the average waiting time and the average trip time. This is because the phase transition physically corresponds to the transition from the case with no empty taxis roaming, to the case with empty taxis roaming. With the latter case, waiting time will be significantly shortened with the booking policy as we have shown in Sec. IV. With empty taxis roaming, the number of shared trips will also reduce significantly (as in the oversaturated phase with no empty taxis, occupied taxis are the only options for many commuters), leading to fewer detours and lower average trip time.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this paper mainly focuses on theoretical studies of the general dynamics of logistics systems consisting of two types of agents, which we can generically labelled as the "delivery" agents (L agents) and the "goods" agents (G agents). Both agents are generated in the system on a real-time, dynamical basis, and the tasks of the L agents are to find G agent and deliver them to their respective destinations. We use the taxi system as the main example, whereby the L agents are empty taxis, and the G agents are commuters. The interaction between the two types of agents are formulated in precise mathematical languages, and the domain of the interaction is over a potentially complex network (e.g. the road network for taxis and commuters). We constructed simple models that capture the essential features of such logistics systems, and solved them analytically, revealing a second order phase transition when the system reaches equilibrium. Large scale agent-based modelling is also carried out for realistic settings and with additional details, revealing a number interesting emergent behaviours that can be well explained with our simple models and the analytical results.
One of the main results is the identification of a second order transition from the oversaturated phase (where supply of G agents exceeds that of the L agents) and the undersaturated phase (vice versa). The phase boundary is both mathematically well-defined and easily observable in more realistic, finite systems via agent-based simulations. The dynamical behaviours of the logistics systems are qualitatively different in these two phases, and we studied in details on how the phase boundary can be affected by various components of the logistics system. Moreover, the phase boundary gives a proper definition of an optimal number of L agents in the system, from the system efficiency point of view. In contrast to some similar definitions in the literature, this optimal number N * depends entirely on the dynamics over the spatiotemporal distribution of the rate of generation of L and G agents. It can be well-defined without explicit reference to any specific utility functions we construct over the logistics system. Given its generality, we conjecture that sharp phase transitions can be detected with most of the commonly used utility functions across the same N * . We illustrated this with the taxi systems allowing ride-sharing, where we considered average waiting time and travel time for the commuters, and average trip time which can corresponds to the fuel costs for the drivers.
Going forward, we will give a more detailed analysis on how to apply the theoretical tools and conceptual development in this work for benchmarking various optimisation schemes for this class of logistics systems, especially when considering different utility functions from customers', operators' and policy-makers' perspectives. Complex logistics systems as the ones discussed in the work can have many components to tune, in order for certain aspects of performances to improve. The theoretical treatment in this work allows us to understand both intuitively and quantitatively that given a specific situation, tuning which component may lead to greater marginal gain, as we have illustrated in the text right before Sec. V-A. The existence of the oversaturated phase and the undersaturated phase could be prevalent in many systems similar to the ones we are focusing here. We propose that a thorough analysis of the phase boundary dependence on various factors in the system, with a combination of numerical and analytical tools, should be the first step in optimising dynamical spatiotemporal resource allocation.
